
INT. DINING ROOM - NIGHT

GRACE
I blame Facebook.

CODY
Wait. What? You blame Facebook.

GRACE
Just kidding, sweetie. Though I don't 
know - you might be trouble. You're not 
gonna go and break my heart are you.

CODY
Never.

GRACE
That's my sweet boy.

T.J.
Wait, so what? One of you friend 
requested the other or something? From, 
like the, what is it - the mutual friend 
list?

GRACE
Not exactly.

T.J.
What? Don't tell me one of you tried to 
friend some rando and you actually ended 
up together?

CODY
It wasn't through Facebook.

DAISY
But I thought --

CODY
(to GRACE)

You want to...?

GRACE
Someone posted a link to an article that 
ended up on my wall --

CODY
That part was fairly random. I mean - 
considering how many friends you have.

GRACE
That’s true. 
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DAISY
I don't think of anything as "random."

T.J.
What? You think everything's all pre-
planned? (laughs) Ha! Like every person's 
life - 7 billion people - and all of them 
have their entire life pre-programmed.

DAISY
I didn't say "pre-programmed."

T.J.
Our lives - a cosmic version of TV Guide. 
Gee - I wonder what's on my channel at 
midnight? Hopefully some “skin-a-max!”

DAISY
Not with that attitude.

T.J.
I'm kidding.

DAISY
Yes, you're always "kidding" aren't you? 
Sorry, Grace - so some article?

GRACE
Well, I was waiting to get my nails done -
-

T.J.
Yeah you were.

DAISY
Oh my god.

T.J.
What? She’s got nice nails. I'm... sorry. 
Your nails...?

CODY
Your nails do always look great, babe.

GRACE
Thank you, sweetie. Anyway, my point is 
that I had time to kill --

DAISY
(under her breath)

"As if you could kill time without 
wounding eternity."
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GRACE
Sorry?

DAISY
Ignore her. Queen quote-a-lot.

GRACE
So, anyway, I read this article that 
talks all about --

CODY
Writes.

GRACE
What?

CODY
It was an article. It can't talk - never 
mind.

GRACE
Okay I'm definitely gonna finish this 
story before we kill this bottle of wine.

T.J.
Speaking of...

T.J. pours the last of the wine into Grace's glass.

DAISY
Sorry, Grace, we're definitely not good 
listeners. So, you read an article, 
and...?

GRACE
And it said, wrote, whatever, that we are 
basically setting ourselves up for 
failure by not taking advantage of online 
dating.

T.J.
And this article was written by Mr. 
Tinder?

CODY
No, it's a pretty good article. I'll 
forward it to you. Or... not that you 
need it. Just... it's pretty interesting 
from a sociological point of view.

GRACE
See? He's not just pretty.
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DAISY
So what site did you use?

CODY
Match. I know. So trite, right?

T.J.
Match? What? You looking to get married?

CODY
Well, I can't speak for Grace but I'm not 
just looking for a hook-up.

GRACE
You better not be, mister.

DAISY
Well, I guess if it works, it works.

GRACE
Honestly, I didn't know which one to try. 
Everything changes so fast these days I 
feel like I need to hire a teenager to 
keep me up to speed.

T.J.
Or date one.

DAISY
T.J.!

T.J.
What? I'm kidding.

CODY
It's fine. Frankly I appreciate our age 
gap.

T.J.
(sotto)

Not as much as she does.

CODY
No, really. Have you even tried to talk 
to girls my age?

T.J.
What? Why are you looking at me?

CODY
Trust me. They've got nothing to say.

T.J.
All they need to say is "okay."
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DAISY
You're a pig.

T.J.
Oh, come on! I totally could have made 
that a lot dirtier.

DAISY
And you could have just not said 
anything. But I guess that thought never 
crossed your mind.

DAISY rises and moves toward the back hallway.

T.J.
Come on, Daisy. I didn't --

DAISY
I'm going to the bathroom. Is that all 
right?

She exits.

T.J.
(to CODY)

You wanna swap?

GRACE
I think we need some more wine.

CODY
(rising)

I'll get it, babe.

GRACE
Thank you, hon.

CODY
You want red or white?

GRACE
Let's continue with the red I think.

CODY
You got it.

He exits. Beat.

T.J.
That's good wine.

GRACE
Yes. I'm glad you like it. My guy 
recommended it.
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T.J.
You have a wine guy?

GRACE
Oh, god. That sounded so pretentious, 
didn't it?

T.J.
Well... (laughs lightly) yeah - a little.

GRACE
(laughs lightly)

I just mean -- I started buying from a 
place near my work. They've only got a 
few employees so I've gotten to know one 
of them.

T.J.
Your "wine guy."

GRACE
My "wine guy." It's nice having a wine 
guy.

T.J.
Must be. My wine guy is named "Ralph" and 
he's shit for advice but if I buy 6 
bottles at a time he gives me 30% off. At 
that price I almost don't even care if 
it’s any good.

GRACE
That's a great deal. I don't know. I just 
like to support local businesses when I 
can.

T.J.
I hear you. I'm all about the farmer's 
market.

GRACE
Oh, me too! Which one do you go to?

INT. KITCHEN - CONTINUOUS

CODY opens a lower cabinet and reviews wine bottles. 
DAISY appears in the kitchen doorway.

DAISY
Finding a hidden treasure?
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CODY
Hmm? (turning) Oh, hey. No, just, uh... 
need another bottle of red.

DAISY
Well, that sounds like a hidden treasure 
to me.

CODY
I guess you're right. Especially if 
you're stranded on a desert island.

DAISY
Or at your sister's house in the country?

CODY
Hmm?

DAISY
Why are people only stranded on desert 
islands? I tell you - visit a relative in 
upstate New York and you'll feel like 
you're on a desert island.

Cody puts a few bottles from the cabinet up on the 
counter above him.

CODY
Sounds like you're speaking from 
experience.

DAISY
Oh, yeah.

CODY
That where you come from?

DAISY
No. Well, originally I guess. I was born 
in that area but my parents moved when I 
was two so I didn't actually grow up 
there.

CODY
Where'd you grow up then?

DAISY
Maryland. Near D.C.

Cody rises with a few more bottles that he sets next to 
the others on the counter.

CODY
So, pretty...
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DAISY
Pretty white. 

CODY
(laughs lightly)

You mean the people?

Cody starts to inspect the various bottles trying to 
figure out which he should select.

DAISY
Oh, yeah. Apparently there are black 
people who live in Maryland. Not sure I 
ever saw one in my town.

INT. DINING ROOM - CONTINUOUS

T.J.
Hey, if it works it works.

GRACE
That's my attitude.

T.J.
Course it's still pretty early. In the 
relationship. Things change the longer 
you're together.

GRACE
T.J., you know I've been married before.

T.J.
Yeah, I know, it's just...

GRACE
Yes...?

T.J.
Nothing. It’s your deal.

GRACE
Yes, it is my... deal. And it’s working. 
So... I for one refuse to feel bad about 
feeling good. God knows I’m due.

T.J.
Yeah, Grace, I’m happy for you. (OFF HER 
LOOK) I am! Just -- ignore me. I’m 
probably just a little too bitter.

GRACE
Ya think?
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INT. KITCHEN - CONTINUOUS

CODY
What about Asians?

DAISY
Oh, we definitely had Asians.

CODY
Really? I would have thought --

DAISY
Yup. We had our one Chinese restaurant. 
And the people that worked there -- 
definitely Asian.

Cody laughs.

CODY
What are the odds?

DAISY
Now - where they went after their shift I 
have no idea. We never saw them anywhere 
else but in that restaurant. Honestly - 
it was kind of creepy. Like they only 
existed within those four walls. Okay, 
I’m starting to freak myself out now 
actually saying it out loud.

CODY
They probably lived upstairs.

DAISY
Really?

CODY
They usually do.

DAISY
Wow. That's so depressing. 

CODY
Probably beats the life they came from.

DAISY
Pff! Not sure if that's more depressing 
or less.

CODY
Hard to say.
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INT. DINING ROOM - CONTINUOUS

T.J.
Hey, do you think I should go by "Monty?"

GRACE
What?

T.J.
"Monty." You know, like short for 
Montgomery. 

GRACE
Umm... why?

T.J.
I don't know. It's just that all my life 
I've gone by T.J. 

GRACE
You don't like it?

T.J.
It's not... it's like I never had any say 
in the matter.

INT. KITCHEN - CONTINUOUS

DAISY
So, you find anything yet?

Cody is way out of his depth with the wine but tries to 
hide it.

CODY
Oh, uh... well, there's certainly a lot 
to choose from. 

DAISY
That sounds like a good problem to have.

Daisy reaches forward and touches one of the bottles. 

DAISY (CONT’D)
I think we should go with... this one.

CODY
A take charge woman. Impressive.

DAISY
You know it takes a real man to 
appreciate a strong woman.
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CODY
I like that.

DAISY
It’s true.

Her gaze lingers for a long moment.

DAISY (CONT’D)
So... open it.

CODY
What - here? But you always open the 
bottle at the table?

DAISY
Who told you that?

CODY
Well, it’s -- I used to wait tables in 
college, you know to help cover --

DAISY
Well you’re not on duty now are you?

CODY
(laughs lightly)

No. Definitely not on duty.

DAISY
Well let’s just break the rules then.

INT. DINING ROOM - CONTINUOUS

GRACE
So where did “T.J.” come from?

T.J.
My parents called me that ever since I 
was born. So, of course, my brothers and 
sisters did the same thing.

GRACE
Well, pretty much everyone's parents name 
them, T.J.. It's kind of what parents do. 
Would be a little hard to wait until the 
kid was old enough to decide for 
themselves.

T.J.
I know, it's just... well, why not just 
name me T.J. if that's what you want to 
call me? 
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GRACE
Wait, what is your name?

T.J.
Theodore James.

GRACE
So, never Ted, or Theo? Or even James? I 
know some families end up using a kid's 
middle name, especially if they're named 
after one of the parents.

T.J.
Nope. Just always "T.J." 

GRACE
But you like "Monty" more.

T.J.
It's not like I like it more. It's 
just... I feel like we should have some 
say in who we tell the world we are.

GRACE
And you're "Monty."

T.J.
Well I don't know if I'm T.J.

INT. KITCHEN - CONTINUOUS

Cody starts to open the bottle as Daisy grabs a few 
glasses.

DAISY
Oh my god - the look on your face!

CODY
What?

DAISY
Like you’re being so bad!

CODY
Come on.

DAISY
It’s okay, Mr. Bad Boy. The Big Bad Wolf. 
Besides - it’s only right we make sure 
the wine is safe for the Queen to drink.

CODY
Grace isn’t like --
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DAISY
I’m playing. Sorry - I just have a vivid 
imagination. I’m pretty much a fantasy 
geek.

CODY
Really? That’s cool. Are you into D&D?

DAISY
(laughs)

I didn’t say I was an uber-dork! (OFF HIS 
LOOK) Ooohh, I hurt your feelings.

CODY
What? No, I mean, I don’t care what --

DAISY
I think it’s sweet. Besides - maybe I’d 
like it.

Daisy extends a glass. Cody pours some wine in it, and 
then the 2nd glass. Daisy hands him a glass.

CODY
Yeah, you should try it. It can be a lot 
of fun.

DAISY
Well, you never know til you try, right?

Daisy raises a glass. Cody follows suit and they “clink” 
glasses. 

CODY
Absolutely.

They both put the glasses to their lips.

INT. DINING ROOM - CONTINUOUS

GRACE
So when are you going to lighten up?

T.J.
What do you mean?

GRACE
On Daisy.

T.J.
What? I don’t give her that hard a time. 
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GRACE
What do you think I mean?

T.J.
What? Like... you know -- I never insult 
her or anything.

GRACE
You mean you never criticize her?

T.J.
Yeah. 

GRACE
And you think that’s the only way people 
get hurt? By being criticized.

T.J.
Well, it sure doesn’t help. I can tell 
you that from experience.

GRACE
What about when you... you know.

T.J.
Uhh... no, I don’t. When I what?

GRACE
When you flirt with other girls? Or talk 
about other girls? 

T.J.
Pfff. I don’t mean anything by it.

She looks at him intently.

GRACE
You don’t?

INT. KITCHEN - CONTINUOUS

CODY
Sooo... can I tell you something?

DAISY
Uhhh... yeah.

CODY
It's... "injuring."

DAISY
What? Injuring?
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CODY
Thoreau. "As if you could kill time 
without injuring eternity."

DAISY
Wow. I stand corrected. Thank you.

CODY
You're welcome. Even if you don't mean 
it.

She laughs.
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